KRUG PRESS RELEASE
Individuality is the art of understanding that every
plot, as one wine, is in itself a single ingredient in Krug
Champagnes. Year after year, the House honours
its savoir-faire by inviting Krug Ambassade Chefs
to interpret their own single ingredient by crafting
unexpected recipes to accompany Krug Grande Cuvée
and Krug Rosé.
Rock Pepper Scissors is the story of 13 Chefs from
Krug Ambassades across four continents and Krug
Cellar Master Éric Lebel, who pay tribute to this year’s
single ingredient by coming together in Oaxaca, its
birthplace, to share a unique food pairing experience.

Their incredible adventure has been captured in
videos, a digital magazine and a book available on
www.krug.com
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THE PEPPER TRAIL
From Tokyo to Vienna, Sydney or Kuala Lumpur, 13 highly
talented Krug Ambassade Chefs joined Krug Cellar Master
Éric Lebel on a voyage back to the source, unleashing their
imaginations and creating unique pepper-inspired recipes
to pair with a glass of Krug.
Following the Pepper Trail from soil to market to plate, they
began at a pepper farm in the outskirts of Oaxaca, where
the Chefs bonded over their first-hand knowledge of the
pepper as a local farmer revealed to them its intricacies.
Their newfound appreciation for this humble ingredient
would only deepen over the days to follow.

An adventure that brought Craftsmen together
through a transcendent bond forged by respect for
Nature and Terroir.

STEMS TO MARKET
It was founder Joseph Krug’s unfaltering belief that only
by paying the utmost attention to every single element
could he offer the fullest expression of Champagne with
the highest possible quality every year, regardless of
variations in climate.
In order to transcend the notion of vintage in creating
a Champagne with exceptional quality, Joseph Krug
began building a collection of reserve wines to which six
generations have contributed. The library now houses 150
wines, each expressing the personality of an individual plot.
Every year, to craft an Édition of Krug Grande Cuvée or
Krug Rosé, Éric Lebel and the Tasting Committee audition
around 250 wines of the year’s harvest and these 150 reserve
wines from at least 10 different years, as well as record over
4 000 tasting notes before any blending decision is made.
In Oaxaca’s Mercado de Abastos, Éric Lebel and the Chefs
witnessed every pepper imaginable, displayed proudly,
hanging in massive bunches from above, as well as in amply
overflowing jute sacs: the rattling Cascabel, the potent
Àrbol, the ubiquitous Ancho Rojo, as well as the prized
Chilehuacle Negro – the most coveted and expensive in
the world. With its myriad forms and variations, there are
today over 50 000 cultivars of the capsicum and countless
inspiring ways to interpret them in the kitchen.
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THE PURSUIT OF
PLEASURE
Throughout its history, Krug has been bringing
people together for unforgettable moments. Wherever
a Krug Champagne is shared, the feeling of belonging
emerges and connection occurs.
Emboldened by their strong kinship with the House, these
Chefs embarked on an unforgettable journey into the heart
and heritage of the pepper, where the roots of a humble
shrub became those of a lasting bond between likeminded
craftsmen.
As guests at the private residence of local matriarch Abigail
Mendoza Ruiz, the Chefs also discovered how she and her
family honour the pepper in their daily cuisine.
Whether a single ingredient is a wine from a unique
vineyard plot in Champagne or a pepper from Oaxaca, the
House of Krug and these Chefs share a profound respect
for the terroir, as well as the men and women who cultivate
it. Through the warm hospitality of their hosts, Éric Lebel
and the Chefs were able to fully appreciate the pepper and
create dishes to complement the flavours and aromas of
Krug Grande Cuvée or Krug Rosé.

There is always a contagious passion around the bottle, as
everyone agrees the true essence of Champagne is pleasure
itself.

UNEXPECTED PAIRINGS
After the simple potato, the humble egg, the
fantasy mushroom and the sundry fish, in 2019
the House of Krug continues its exploration of
unexpected food pairings. The enticing pepper
manifests its myriad forms differently around the
world with varied expressions – raw, grilled, roasted,
as a condiment or even iced – making it an intriguing
match for Krug, the most versatile of Champagnes.
In Krug’s most diverse culinary exploration yet,
the unbridled creativity of these Chefs gives rise to
delectable dishes from amuse-bouche to street food,
starter, main and even dessert – all crafted to pair
beautifully with a glass of Krug Grande Cuvée or
Krug Rosé. Method and inspiration varied greatly,
as they selected their peppers to use in recipes
influenced by their own unique cultures.
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These Chefs uniquely interpreted their chosen pepper,
drawing inspiration from their respective cultures, to
create surprising pairings.

KRUG
x PEPPER
The house of Krug

KRUG AMBASSADES:
WHERE KRUG LIVES
The 13 Chefs who have participated in this remarkable
gastronomic adventure come from Krug Ambassades
across four continents.
Whether they are Michelin-starred maestros or rising
culinary stars, these Krug Lovers at heart bring their
passionate, determined and creative flair to everything
they do.

Find out more about the global network of
Krug Ambassades on www.Krug.com
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KRUG GRANDE CUVÉE
AND KRUG ROSÉ
Since 1843, Krug Grande Cuvée has embodied the
vision of its founder, Joseph Krug. Beyond the notion of
vintage, Krug Grande Cuvée is the fullest expression of
Champagne: an extraordinary blend of over 120 wines
from more than 10 different years.
Every year, one creation, one blend, one bottling and
thus one new Édition of Krug Grande Cuvée comes to life.
Then a rest of around seven years in the cellars allows it
to gain in finesse and elegance.

“ Each Édition of Krug Grande Cuvée is a unique orchestra
of musicians playing together, developing its own
harmonious style throughout the years in the cellar. Over
time, different Éditions become increasingly distinctive
as certain facets are accentuated, while at their core each
retains the essence of Krug Grande Cuvée as the fullest
expression of Champagne. ”
Éric Lebel - Krug Cellar Master

Krug Rosé is a champagne born for bold gastronomic
adventures. Since its very earliest days, Krug Rosé has
been inspiring great Chefs the world over to create an
array of unexpected food pairings.
Combining elegance and finesse, Krug Rosé dances a
perfect tango with savoury dishes of all kinds, replacing
a good red wine at the table with brio.

ABOUT THE HOUSE
OF KRUG

Éric Lebel - Krug Cellar Master

Krug has always lived up to its reputation as the first and
still unique Champagne House to create only Prestige
Champagne every year since its foundation.
The House was founded in Reims in 1843, by Joseph Krug,
a visionary non-conformist with an uncompromising
philosophy. Having understood that the true essence of
Champagne is pleasure itself, his dream was to offer the
very best Champagne every single year, regardless of
climate annual variations. Paying close attention to the
vineyard’s character, respecting the individuality of each
plot and its wine, as well as building an extensive library of
reserve wines from many different years allowed Joseph
Krug to fulfill his dream. With a very original approach to
Champagne making, he decided to go beyond the notion of
vintage to create the fullest expression of Champagne every
year. Thus, he founded a House in which all Champagnes
are of the same level of distinction, each illustrating
a particular expression of nature.
Six generations of the Krug family have perpetuated this
dream, enriching the founder’s vision and savoir-faire.
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